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Repairing stamped concrete color problems with bRickfoRm antique release powder  
and clear liquid release.

Many stamped concrete projects have some color issues to address before they are sealed and the contractor 
is paid. Some of the problems contractors encounter are the result of the following, and they must be repaired 
with color tint.

The most common complaint owners have is that the colors used on the stamped concrete are not what they 
expected. This is often due to contractors not providing jobsite samples before the project begins.

Differential curing due to weather, or consecutive panels that were poured and do not appear uniform in color. 
Panels need to be color blended together.

Too much release powder was removed during the cleaning process, or due to timing of the stamped texture  
on the day of the pour.

The release powder was too dominant and more of the powder release needs to be removed and re-colored.

The stamped concrete project had one color and the owner wants to add an additional color.

Cracks, chips or the joints in the stamped concrete need to be repaired and re-colored.

At Brickform we are asked how to repair and color tint the stamped concrete. Some contractors will tint their 
sealers. They must be careful that they do not create a solid colored surface. They need to maintain the two 
color variegated finish.

As a result, we often recommend using a mixture of Brickform release powder and our solvent clear liquid 
release agent. Typically this solution would be applied on the stamped concrete surface when the concrete 
has cured, pressure washed and ready for sealing. You can apply the same color release that was used to 
stamp the project or add another darker color for more contrast. Depending on the desired intensity of the color 
solution, you can mix one-half or one cup of powder release to one gallon or more of Brickform’s solvent liquid 
release. You will need to test a small area first for the color intensity because there is no set ratio of amounts.  
After mixing the solution it is poured through a strainer into a metal sprayer. This color mixture is sprayed onto 
the clean, dry, stamped concrete surface. It will fall into the low lying texture and joints. Typically, it will not 
color tint the smooth top surface of the stamped pattern. When this color tint has dried, you will need to lock it 
in with a clear solvent sealer, such as Brickform’s Gem-seal or Poly-seal.

This coloring method has proved to be successful over the years and is often the easier way to solve  
color issues. The other options to color tint the stamped concrete would be acid stains, water base stains,  
dyes or tinted sealers.

Helpful Hints: Repairing Stamped Concrete Color Problems

http://www.brickform.com/yorkshireCobble.asp
http://www.brickform.com/liquidRelease.asp
http://www.brickform.com/liquidRelease.asp
http://www.brickform.com/gem-seal.asp
http://www.brickform.com/poly-seal.asp
http://www.brickform.com/blush-tone.asp
http://www.brickform.com/ARTesian.asp
http://www.brickform.com/pro-dye.asp

